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Study Design: Cross-sectional.
Purpose: To examine the relationship between magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) morphology stenosis grades and preoperative
walking ability in patients with lumbar canal stenosis (LCS).
Overview of Literature: No previous study has analyzed the correlation between MRI morphology stenosis grades and walking ability in patients with LCS.
Methods: This prospective study included 98 consecutive patients with LCS who were candidates for surgery. Using features identified in T2-weighted axial magnetic, stenosis type was determined at the maximal stenosis level, and only trefoil and triangle stenosis
grade types were considered because of sufficient sample size. Intraobserver and interobserver reliability were assessed by calculating weighted kappa coefficients. Symptom severity was evaluated via the Japanese Orthopedic Association Back Pain Evaluation
Questionnaire (JOABPEQ). Walking ability was assessed using the Self-Paced Walking Test (SPWT) and JOABPEQ subscales. Demographic characteristics, SPWT scores, and JOABPEQ scores were compared between patients with trefoil and triangle stenosis types.
Results: The mean patient age was 58.1 (standard deviation, 8.4) years. The kappa values of the MRI morphology stenosis grade
types showed a perfect agreement between the stenosis grade types. The trefoil group (n=53) and triangle group (n=45) showed similar preoperative JOABPEQ subscale scores (e.g., low back pain, lumbar function, and mental health) and were not significantly different in age, BMI, duration of symptoms, or lumbar stenosis levels (all p >0.05); however, trefoil stenosis grade type was associated
with a decreased walking ability according to the SPWT and JOABPEQ subscale scores.
Conclusions: These findings suggest preoperative walking ability is more profoundly affected in patients with trefoil type stenosis
than in those with triangle type stenosis.
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Introduction
Degenerative changes in the vertebrae (bones), discs,
muscles, and ligaments (connective tissues) are the most
common cause of lumbar spinal stenosis (LCS), and LCS
prevalence increases with age [1]. Symptoms of LCS typically include leg pain, low back pain, numbness, tingling,
and/or burning [2]. Symptoms often worsen with prolonged walking. The typical walking distance in severe
cases is only 5–10 m, and the symptoms are usually relieved upon anterior flexion of the spine [3].
Walking ability is considered essential for most activities of daily living [4], and of its assessment is a standard
part of evaluating patients with LCS [5]. Routine magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is the standard method used
to clinically assess patients with lumbar spinal stenosis
(LSS) [6]. On the other hand, using MRI, several grading
systems, such as the classification system described by
Menon et al. [7], have been developed for the diagnostic
criteria of patients with LCS [7-11]. To date, several studies have analyzed the relationship between MRI morphology stenosis grade and symptom severity in patients with
LCS; however, the use of MRI morphology grade remains
controversial [7-11]. Walking ability can be assessed by
both self-reported measures such as Japanese Orthopedic
Association Back Pain Evaluation Questionnaire (JOABPEQ) [12] and objective evaluations such as the Self-Paced
Walking Test (SPWT) [13]. To our knowledge, only one
previous study showed a positive correlation between the
dural sac cross-sectional area (DCSA) obtained by conventional MRI and walking ability in patients with LCS
[10]. In addition, there are no studies of the correlation
between MRI morphology stenosis grade and the walking
ability according to JOABPEQ and SPWT scores in patients with LCS. Therefore, for decision-making purposes,
it remains unknown whether stenosis type affects walking
ability in patients with LCS. The purpose of the present
study was to assess the effect of MRI morphology stenosis
grade on preoperative walking ability in patients with LCS.

Materials and Methods
1. Patients and data collection
In this prospective study, conducted between February
2014 and January 2016, a total of 98 consecutive patients
who were surgical candidates for LCS were recruited from
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two teaching hospitals in Tehran, Iran. Although all recruited patients had central canal stenosis, some patients
also had LCS associated with a lateral recess. All patients
had the typical symptoms associated with LCS, including neurogenic intermittent claudication and leg pain,
radicular or combined type, and/or numbness. LCS diagnosis was established using both clinical and radiological
methods, and the initial diagnosis was confirmed by at
least one other surgeon. All patients received conservative
treatment for a minimum of 6 months [14]. Using patterns on T2 axial MRI, stenosis type was determined for
each patient. The type of axial imaging features in patients
with LCS were categorized as symmetrical or asymmetrical, with five subtypes. The morphological types were labeled as“ trefoil”, “triangle”, “cat’s eye,” “pin-hole,” and “nohole” varieties [7]. The trefoil type has three subtypes (A, B,
and C), whereas the triangle type has two subtypes (large
and small). The large triangle is an isosceles triangle elongated in the antero-posterior (AP) direction and the disk
is largely noncontributing to the canal compromise. In the
small triangle, the shape is more equilateral and the AP dimensions are also significantly smaller [7]. The asymmetrical trefoil and triangle patterns were defined by Menon
et al. [7]. Examples of symmetrical “trefoil” and “triangle”
patterns are shown in Fig. 1. Detailed LCS patterns have
been described by Menon et al. [7]. MRI morphology was
measured at the maximal stenosis level. Demographics,
including age, body weight (kg), duration of symptoms
(months), JOABPEQ score, SPWT (m), stenosis level, and
types of LCS were assessed. There were no limitations for
patient selection regarding the types of LCS, age, or other
characteristics. We excluded all patients with a history
of prior lumbar spine surgery and spinal anomalies from
the study. In addition, patients with hip and knee disease
(including a history of hip fracture), which may severely
affect their walking ability were excluded from the study.
Cauda equina cases were also excluded.
2. Measures
1) JOABPEQ
The JOABPEQ score for assessing low back pain was calculated. It is a disease-specific tool and contains 25 items
divided into five subscales: (1) low back pain (four items);
(2) mental health (seven items); (3) lumbar function (six
items); (4) walking ability (five items); and (5) social function (four items). The score for each subscale ranged from
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distance a person with LSS can walk without support on
a level surface at a self-selected speed until he or she must
rest due to symptoms of back or leg pain [13,15,16].
3) DSCA
The dural sac cross-sectional area (DSCA) was measured
in mm2 at the maximal stenosis level, either via CT or
axial MRI sequences obtained at the disc level using the
Hamanishi technique [17,18].
3. Statistical analysis

Type C

Descriptive statistics (e.g., means, standard deviations,
and percentages) were used to explore the quantitative
and categorical study variables. A Student t-test was used
for continuous data and the χ2 test was used for categorical data. The statistical significance threshold was defined
as p <0.05. The SPSS ver. 18 software package (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA) was used for all analyses.
4. Intra- and interobserver reliability assessment of
types of MRI morphology stenosis grades

Triangle
Type A

Type B

Fig. 1. Examples of a symmetrical “trefoil” and “triangle” configuration of spinal canal morphology in patients with lumbar canal stenosis
as derived from reference (reprinted from Menon et al. J Spinal Disord
Tech 2015;28:12-8, with permission of Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. [7]).

0 to 100 and decreases with worsening disability [12].
2) SPWT
SPWT is a measure for walking ability, defined as the

Two independent observers classified each case twice
within a 1-week interval to measure intraobserver and interobserver reliability. The weighted kappa coefficient was
calculated for each spine surgeon on the basis of their first
and second data report and comparison of the kappa coefficient between spine surgeons. The kappa value varied
between 0 and 1; a greater kappa value indicated a higher
concordance rate. A kappa values of 0–0.20 indicated a
slight agreement, 0.21–0.40 indicated a fair agreement,
0.41–0.60 indicated a moderate agreement, 0.61–0.80
indicated a substantial perfect agreement, and ≥0.81 indicated an almost perfect agreement according to the interpretation by Landis and Koch [19].
5. Ethics
The Ethics Committee of Shahid Beheshti University of
Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran, approved the study and
agreed with the consent procedure.

Results
Of the 121 patients, 98 patients with trefoil and triangle
stenosis were included in this study. To prevent bias be-
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cause of small sample sizes, the remaining 23 patients in
the “cat’s eye,” group (n=6), “indefinable shapes” group
(n=5), and the “pin-hole” group (n=12) and were excluded from the analysis. The mean age of the patients
was 58.1 (standard deviation, 8.4) years (range, 35-83
years). The clinica characteristics as well as MRI morphology, JOABPEQ scores, DSCA, and SPWT results of the
patients are shown in Table 1. The majority of patients
(81.0%) had trefoil and triangle types of stenosis. The age,
level of lumbar stenosis, or symptom duration between
the trefoil group (n=53; symmetrical, n=36) and triangle
group (n=45; symmetrical, n=33) were not significantly
different (p>0.4 for all).
The kappa values for the types of MRI morphology
stenosis grades for the intraobserver reliability was 0.84
(range, 0.80–0.94) and for the interobserver reliability
was 0.82 (range, 0.81–0.92), indicating a substantial per-

fect agreement. Trefoil stenosis, was associated with a
worse walking ability and a decreased social life function
compared to triangle stenosis (JOABPEQ, 14.7 vs. 42.3;
p<0.001); however, no significant differences existed between the two groups regarding low back pain, lumbar
function, mental health, and DCSA were found. In addition, significant differences between trefoil and triangle
stenosis were found for walking ability according to
SPWT scores (SPWT, 231.7 vs. 351.6; p=0.034) (Table 1).

Discussion
The main finding of our study was that there was a significant difference in the walking ability between the trefoil
and triangle types of MRI morphology. Therefore, MRI
morphology appears to be a simple and useful tool for assessing the walking ability in patients with LCS; however,

Table 1. Demographic data and health status tools according to types of MRI morphology stenotic grades in patients with lumbar spinal canal
stenosis (n=98)

Characteristics
Age (yr)
Range
Sex (male, %)
Body weight (kg)

Patterns of lumbar canal stenosisa)

p-value

Trefoil (n=53)

Triangle (n=45)

57.3 (7.7)

56.4 (9.2)

35–82

41–83

52.8

51.1

0.865

83.3 (9.1)

84.1 (9.3)

0.754

0.765

Lumbar stenosis levels
One-level

32 (60.4)

27 (60.0)

0.947

Two-level

19 (35.8)

17 (37.8)

0.564

Three-level

2 (3.8)

1 (2.3)

0.492

Symptoms
Duration of symptoms (mo)
SPWT (m)
DSCA (mm2)b)

42.7 (18.4)

38.7 (17.6)

231.7 (221.1)

351.6 (271.3)

0.553
0.034

76 (20.2)

87 (16.3)

13–123

25–145

Low back pain

25.1 (29.0)

29.6 (13.7)

0.33

Lumbar function

34.8 (28.1)

27.5 (32.6)

0.537

Walking ability

14.7 (17.2)

42.3 (28.5)

<0.001

Social life function

32.7 (18.9)

47.0 (16.6)

0.006

Mental health

43.4 (12.4)

51.3 (16.3)

0.06

Range

0.06

JOABPEQ

Values are presented as number (%).
MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; SPWT, Self-Paced Walking Test; DCSA, the dural sac cross-sectional area; JOABPEQ, Japanese Orthopedic Association Back Pain Evaluation Questionnaire.
a)
MRI morphology: using patterns on T2 axial MRI, the type of stenosis was determined for each patient. The morphologic types were labeled as
trefoil, and triangular, as defined by Menon et al. [7]; b)The DSCA was measured in mm2 at the maximal stenosis level.
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there may be other underlying pathobiological mechanisms to be revealed in association with this disease [20].
Although, evidence from prospective studies measuring
preoperative and postoperative walking ability in patients
with LSS suggests that these patients significantly improved after surgery [21-24], the relationship between the
MRI morphology stenosis grade and preoperative walking ability in patients with LCS is currently unknown. To
date no investigations have shown an association between
clinical symptoms and imaging findings [1,6,9]; however,
significant differences between patients with the two stenosis grade types according to walking ability, social life,
and SPWT scores were found in the present study. One
previous study reported that a linear association existed
between the minimum cross-sectional area (mCSA) of
the cauda equina and the patients’ walking ability, indicating that a smaller mCSA was associated with a shorter
preoperative walking ability [10]. Overall, DCSA in the
trefoil type is less than that in the triangle type; however,
the difference was not statistically significant (Table 1),
which may be the source of the findings in the present
study. Major narrowing of the lateral recess in the triangle
type stenosis was observed in the present study; however,
narrowing of the lateral recess causes compression of spinal roots, and symptoms are often worsened with walking
in the trefoil type due to the nature of patterned LCS (Fig.
1). Therefore, the various MRI morphology types may be
a preoperative predictor of walking ability in patients with
LCS. Despite these findings, further investigation must
be conducted to support this observation. For instance,
although it is known that LCS describes patients with
symptoms related to anatomical reduction of the size of
the lumbar spine [2], whether a relationship exists between the MRI morphology grade stenosis and symptoms
is unclear.
This study attempted to summarize the influence of
stenosis morphology on the objective assessment of the
walking ability of patients with LCS. Theoretically, the
degree of stenosis of the spinal cord in trefoil stenosis is
more severe than that in triangle stenosis; however, this
study showed that the minimum cross-sectional area in
trefoil stenosis is smaller than that in triangle stenosis.
Therefore, the findings of this study are consistent with
the results in the literature. Although there are some limitations associated with this study, the results are helpful
for judging the clinical nerve function via MR examination.
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There are several principle weaknesses in this study.
(1) We were unable to identify a relationship between all
grades (triangle: A, B, and C, trefoil A, B, and C, and the
pin-hole group that represented the more severe stenosis
characterized by Menon et al. [7]) of stenosis and walking ability in patients with LCS because of the low number of patients in these groups. Thus, further studies are
required to clarify the relationship between the grading
stenosis and walking ability in patients with LCS. (2) No
statistical analysis was performed to compare between
symmetrical and asymmetrical stenosis in groups because
of a small number of cases. (3) Age, gender, depression,
and comorbidities may significantly affect walking ability;
however, we were unable to assess these factors separately
and independently. (4) Multiple grades of stenosis that
co-existed were not evaluated in the same lumbar spine.
Hence, further studies with such data are needed. (5)
Finally, walking ability and social life function might be
affected by multiple preoperative factors (e.g., MRI findings and confounding factors). Thus, a multiple regression
analysis should be performed with a large sample size in
a multicenter study with appropriate statistical power to
clarify this finding.

Conclusions
The findings suggest that the type of MRI morphology
stenosis is responsible for the discrepancies between the
walking ability among patients with LCS.
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